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Abstract 
For {X}i, 1 a sequence of i.i.d. random variables taking values in a Polish space X with 
distribution 11, we obtain large and moderate deviation principles for the processes 
{n-l XI”], & ; t > O)n,l and {n-“’ Cy!11(6x, -p); f > 0} nb 1, respectively. Given a class of 
bounded fun&ions 5 on Z, we then consider the above processes as taking values in the Banach 
space of bounded functionals over F and obtain the corresponding (uniform over F), large and 
moderate deviation principles. Among the corollaries considered are functional laws of the 
iterated logarithm. 
Keywords: Large deviations; Moderate deviations; Empirical process; Law of the iterated 
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1. Introduction 
We recall that, given a sequence {Xi}i 3 1 of random variables taking values in 
a measure space and a class of bounded measurable functions F, one may view the 
empirical measure L, = n-l I:= 1 I&, as a bounded functional over 9”; that is, as an 
element of 1,(g). Viewed as such, we denote it by ELn and call it the empirical process. 
Here 1, (9) is equipped with the norm (/ F jl .i” = SUP,~.~ 1 F(f) 1 for every FE I, (F), 
making l,(F) a Banach space which, when 9 is infinite, is in general non-separable. 
For {Xi} i.i.d. of law p, Wu (1994) gives necessary and sufficient conditions with 
respect to 9 which ensure that {E ,} L na 1 satisfies the Large Deviation Principle 
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(LDP) in 1,(R). In addition, the Moderate Deviation Principle (MDP) is considered 
for the centered, scaled empirical process EL,, where e, = nii2(L, - p), allowing for 
a treatment of the law of the iterated logarithm. 
In this paper we consider functional (time dependent) versions of these results, when 
the i.i.d. Xi take values in a Polish space. More specifically, with L,(t) = n- ’ C’!!ll &, 
and~,(t)=n-1’2C~~11(SX,-~),fortE[W+, in Section 2 we give conditions on 5 and 
/J which are necessary and sufficient for EL,( ,) and Ei,( J to satisfy the LDP and MDP, 
respectively, in the appropriate spaces of cadlag functions. The result, Theorem 2, is in 
the theme of Dembo and Zajic (1995) in the sense that the results obtained for 
EL,(,) and EL,(.) hold if and only if they hold for ELnClj and EL,(~). 
As a preliminary step to the proof of Theorem 2, in Theorem 1 we derive the LDP 
and MDP for I+,(.) and e,,(.), respectively, in the extension of the r-topology to the 
functional setting. In addition to their use in proving Theorem 2, these results and the 
techniques used to obtain them are of intrinsic interest. For example, part (a) of 
Theorem 1 remains valid for the classes of Markov chains and mixing processes {Xi} 
considered in Dembo and Zajic (1995). Theorems 1 and 2 strengthen Sanov’s classical 
LDP for L, as well as the functional MDP for random walks pioneered by Borovkov 
and Varadhan (see Dembo and Zajic, 1995; Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Sections 5.9 
and 6.6 for more on the history of these problems). 
In Section 3 we consider three representative applications of Theorem 2. In 
Corollary 1 we derive a new law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) for the functional 
centeredempirical process, EL,(.). We obtain this result with the same weight function 
1/,/2(t V l)loglog(t V 3) appearing in the real-valued LIL of Wichura (1974). The 
optimality for large t of this weight function in the real-valued setting is shown in 
Norvaisa (1995). In Corollary 2 we again obtain a MDP and LIL for Ei,( .I, this time 
relaxing the assumption that the Xi are identically distributed. Further extensions in 
this direction, towards the MDP and LIL for measure-valued martingales are not 
hard but outside the scope of this paper. Finally, an LDP for a stopped version of 
E,,(., is presented in Corollary 3, where the stopping time is dependent upon the 
sequence {Xi}. 
2. Statement and proof of uniform functional LDP and MDP 
We begin by first establishing several definitions. A sequence of probability 
measures { Pa}, a I on a topological space E equipped with o-field a shall be said to 
satisfy the Large Deviation Principle (LDP) with speed a, _10 and good rate function 
I(. ) if the level sets {x: Z(x) < a} are compact for all c( < cc and for all r E g the lower 
bound 
lim inf a, log pn(T) 2 
n-m 
- m;O Z(X), 
and the upper bound 
lim sup a, log pL,(r) < - inf Z(x), 
“-+CC xsr 
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hold, where r” and r denote the interior and closure of r, respectively. Unless 
explicitly stated otherwise, the speed in the LDP shall be l/n (but note the MDP 
defined below). We say that a sequence of random variables satisfies the LDP when 
the sequence of measures induced by these variables satisfies the LDP. A sequence of 
random variables 2, taking value in a topological vector space X shall be said to 
satisfy the Moderate Deviation Principle (MDP) with good rate function I( .) and 
a critical speed h, if for every a,,10 such that hi ‘a,, -+ co, the sequence AZ, satisfies 
the LDP in 3 with speed a, and the same good rate function I( .). Throughout this 
paper, all MDPs have critical speed n-‘. 
Let (C, d) be a Polish space with metric d. Denote by B(x,, Rd) the set of bounded 
Bore1 measurable functions 4 : C -+ Rd, with B(C) = B(C, R), and by C,(C) the set of 
bounded continuous functions 4 : C + Ft. Denote by M(C), M+(C), and M’(C) the sets 
of finite Bore1 measures on x which are signed, positive and positive having unit total 
mass respectively, with B(C)’ denoting the algebraic dual of B(C). Unless explicitly 
stated otherwise these spaces are equipped with the B(x)-topology (known also as the 
z-topology). 
Let D1 [R”] denote the space of cadlag functions f : lR+ --f Rd equipped with the 
topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of R+ and the corresponding 
Bore1 o-field. Let D1 [M + (C)] denote the space of cadlag functions from R + to M + (C) 
equipped with the weakest topology such that the maps y(.) H (4, y(.)): 
D1 [M+(C)] H D1 [R] are continuous, where DEB, and the smallest o-field, ,4?i 
say, such that these maps are measurable. The space D1 [B(X)‘] is defined similarly. 
Next, let D,[Rd] denote the Banach space of cadlag functions f: R, -+ Rd whose 
norm llf II = supte~+ If(t)l/(t + 1) is finite, equipped with the corresponding Bore1 
a-field. Similarly, let D, [R”] denote the Banach space of cadlag functions f : R + ---f Rd 
corresponding to replacing t + 1 by P(t) = 2(t V 1) log log(t V 3) in the definition of 
/If I/. Define D2 [M(C)] as the space of cadlag functions y : R, -+ M(C) such that (4, 
y(.)) E D2 [R] for every 4 E B(2), equipped with the weakest topology such that the 
maps y(.) H (4, y(.)) : D2 [M(C)] H D,[R] are continuous and the smallest a-field, 
denoted ,B2, such that these maps are measurable. The space Dz [p(C)‘] is defined 
similarly. It is easy to see that each of the spaces of cadlag functions considered here is 
a regular Hausdorff space. 
Continuing with the definitions, denote by &go those maps 11: R, + M(C) with 
v(0) = 0 which are absolutely continuous with respect to the variation norm 11 . )Iyar 
and possess a weak derivative, C(t), for almost every t in R + . Here, by weak derivative 
at a point t E R, we mean the convergence of (J v(t + h) - v(t))/h to ((L t(t)) for 
every f~ C,(C). In case it takes values in M+(X) this definition of weak derivative 
agrees with that given in Dembo and Zajic (1995). An unresolved issue is whether the 
absolute continuity implies the almost everywhere weak differentiability. The follow- 
ing example shows this not to be the case in the context of separable Banach spaces: 
.~:[0, l] -L,([O, l])definedbyx, = lto,tl is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
L,-norm but (f; x,+~ - x,)/h does not converge as h + 0 for f= l,o,,l~L,([O, l])*, 
any t E (0, 1). 
We consider Xi which are C-valued i.i.d. random variables, with p E M’(C) denoting 
the law of X1. Let L,,(.) denote the random variable (with respect to gl), taking values 
jey~ yens ,(~)a 3 A JOJ co = (11 IA)H Bupyaa @v) WJOJ aql %uflzay ( .)“I q!M 8ugInsaiJ 
‘alay saqdde E’V eu.n.ua~ ‘.mIncy.n?d UI .{((( .)x ‘J))JI} (pa 3)a3J’N3f’dns = ((.)x)“l 
uovunJ aw ~008 aql qw (bs ‘C,k?al W v (C)“7> .JOJ sp~oq da7 aql 
1t2qi ~~0110~ I! ‘1.v ura;roayL 6~ ‘p o~$Dadsa.J ~J!M ajqwnsvam am (.)“7 ayi awn03 JO 
‘66 3 C(z) +ivl V7 wq3 qDns puv ‘(~)a 3 @ alaqM ‘alq=ns~auJ ale Ctil k7 +-4 Ci79al ICI 
: ((.)A ‘$> - (.)A sdtm aql q?qM 10~ F play-r, [~u~!uy aql ql!M C,(~:)al~a 
d!nba a& l(z.9~) PUB (rays) ‘~661 ‘!unovz pue oqmaa aas) (vv) ~10.1 aql JO (.)‘I 
uogmnj aim poo8 xamo3 B qly [,H] Ta amds aq! u! day aq! saysys {((.)“7 r)} 
‘pax!j a > p ‘&a ‘&fsj 1oJ ‘Wq1 sMoIIoJ I! ... ‘2 ‘1 = u4 .TOJ (~661) !unolraz 
pue oqcuaa JO 1.9’~ uraloaqL 8yAIdde ‘[I ‘01 JO pealsur [zll ‘01 ImJaiu! awg aql 
laAo3 01 paldtzpv @&?a s! (~‘1’s ura.IoaqL ‘$361) ynol!az pm oqtuaa am!S (e) *JooJd 
(t.1 
uop4nJ aim 
~006 xafluo3 ayl YlTM (z& ‘[(x)~]~Q) u? dam ayl sa~&lvs {(.)“7} muanbas aye, (q) 
(El 
0 
‘“BP3” lP(d It)H = ((.)A)‘Z 03 
uo?pmnj qvr ~006 xmuo3 
W VY (I@ ‘C(z9+~1 Ia) u? da7 qi ~~$vs {(.)“7} aguanbas aye (IZ) -1 UIMO~~L 
maloaql %U~MOIIOJ aql aheq uaqi aM 
(2) ‘0 = @)A put2 d>>A ?fp 
4 iw3ap I? ‘01 - (div : V Idr 
pmoy3unj aqi ospz lap!suo3 Ipzqs am ‘((8’2.9) ‘cfj61 ‘runolraz pm oquraa y) 
ayMraq40 
(1) ‘(x)IW3A PUC d>>A 7f~(~)801$~/=(diA)H 
s! d ol vadsar ql!M A JO Ldowa aAgv1a.I aq$ ‘(x) I~ 3 rf ‘(x)~ 3 A .IOJ ‘$eq$1pma~ aA 
. + H 3 1 ‘(rl - !Xq) ‘[;#I 
z11 _U = (l)‘T WqI qms ‘(zg? 01 wadsal qIy) a1qE!.m u10pue.1 panp&+[(~)~]za 
aw wouap ( .)“T ‘asyqg . + -iy 3 3 “XQ IL;;1 I _ u = (i)u7 Aq uaA!% puv [(x) + ~110 UI 
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v$M’(z) it is well known that H(v1 11) is the good rate function for the LDP of CL,,} in 
B(C)’ (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Theorem 6.2.10). Therefore, 
I’m(x) = sup 
m<a, 
igl tti - ti- 1) lZ 
( ’ 
44) I;“;- 1) , ~ 
> 
. 
O=to< ... <fm<cC 
Since both {L,(.)} and (x: Z,(x) < co } are subsets of D, [M+(C)] the LDP also holds 
in this space (see Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Lemma 4.1.5 part (b)). With H(.jp) 
a convex good rate function on M’(C) (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Lemma 6.2.12) 
the formula (3) for the rate function follows by Lemma A.6. 
(b) Fixd <co andfEB(C, Rd). Let n*(y) = ~up~~n~{(&y) -ij((&f - jfdp))2dpJ. 
The MDP for s,(.) = (f, E,(.)) in Di [W”] with the convex good rate function 
s a If(Z) = /l*(i)dt z(0) = 0, z absolutely continuous, 0 
cc otherwise, 
which can be expressed in the form (A.4) (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, (5.1.1 I)), is 
well known. Indeed, the MDP for the polygonal approximation g,,(t) = S,(t) + n- ‘I2 
(nt - [nt])(f(Xr,,tl+ 1) - (f, p)) essentially appears in Mogulskii (1976, Theorem 1) (see 
also Baldi, 1988, Theorem 3.1). The MDP for {$,} follows since I( $ - 9, /I ocI 6 Kn- ‘I2 
for some constant K < cc (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Theorem 4.2.13). Let 
F denote a measurable extension to D1 [W”] of the identity map on D, [R”] and 
consider its continuous approximations F,,,: D1 [R”] -+ D, [Rd] such that F,(z)(t) = 
z(t)lto,,,(t). Since n*(y) > lyl’/M for some M <co, it follows that lz(t)j < m 
for every t E R+ and every z such that II(z) d x. Thus, noting that almost surely 
&(.)E D, [R”] (by the classical Hartman-Wintner LIL), applying Theorem 4.2.23 of 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993) to the continuous approximations F,,, of F, the MDP for 
s,(.) with the same good rate function, extends to the Banach space D,[R”] (hence 
also to D2[Rd]), provided we show that for every a,10 such that na, +a, 
lim limsup a,logP sup l&(t)l/B(t) 2 8~; ‘I2 
> 
= - 00. (5) m-co rr-nr, r>m 
Clearly, it suffices to prove (5) for d = 1 with Yi = f(Xi) - (f; p) i.i.d. mean-zero 
random variables, such that 1 Yil < 1. Then, by Etemadi’s maximal inequality (cf. 
Billingsley, 1986, Theorem 22.5) and Hoeffding’s inequality, 
P sup lgn(t)I/fi(t) 2 8a, I” 
i&m > 
> 8+a, 1’2fi(m2k) 
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<4 f max P 
kEO nm2k<jCnm2*+’ 
(1. I 
i$l Yi > 2.112Q.,1’2fl(m2k)) 
d 8 f exp( -P(m2k)2/(a,m2k)). 
k=O 
Since, for m large enough, P(~rr2”)~/(m2~) = 2 log (log m + k log 2) it follows that 
sup lS,(t)l//I(t) 3 8a~“~ d -210g10gm, 
t>m 
yielding (5) when m -+ co. We equip D2 [B(Z)‘] with the minimal o-field d for which 
the maps Y(.) - (6, Y(~)>:&CWV’I H D2[R] are measurable for $EB(C)‘, and 
such that 02[M(C)] EJS!. By Theorem A.l, the MDP then holds for {e,(.)} in 
(02[B(C)‘], d) with a good rate function I,(.) of the form of (A.5). Defining 
J(vl 11) = GO for v$M(C), it can be deduced from De Acosta (1993, Theorem 3.1) that 
{L,,} satisfies the MDP in B(C)’ with the convex good rate function J(.l ,u). Therefore, 
I,(x) = sup 
?lt<CC 
ids (ti - ti- 1) J 
( 
‘(t:) r :,i-‘) ~ . 
1 1 1 I) 
o=to< ... <t,<m 
In particular, I,(x) < cc implies x E O2 [M(Z)] and since t,(.) E O2 [M(C)] the MDP 
also holds in this space. Since J(vl ,u) > 11 v II &J2, the formula (4) for the rate function 
follows by Lemma A.6. 0 
Let F c B(C) be a class of functions such that 0 < f 6 1 for all f~@-, equipped 
with the pseudometric d2(f, g) = (((f- g)2, P))“~. Let l,(F) be the Banach space of 
all real bounded functions on F equipped with the supremum norm; i.e. 
II F ll,9 = SUP~~,~ IF(f)\. Let D1 [lee(F)] be the space of all cadlag functions from R, 
to 1,(F) equipped with the metric 
(6) 
and the corresponding Bore1 a-field. Let Op[lm(F)] denote the Banach space of 
cadlag functions F : R+ + l,(9) such that 
equipped with the Bore1 a-field. We map v E M(C) to E, E 1, (9) such that E”(f) = 
(f; v) for all f ~9, and consider the random variables EL,(.) (EL,~.,) as elements of 
D1 [lco(S)] (Da [1,(F)], respectively). To avoid measurability problems we assume 
that the (F, d,)-indexed processes {(f; E,): j~9-I) are separable (i.e. there exists 
a countable F% c 9 such that (f, L,,)(w)E {(g, L,)(o): gE9, d2(f; g) < E} for a.e. o, 
every E > 0 and f~ F). Assuming that (9, d,) is totally bounded and 
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(loglogk)-“2Ei, -+O in probability in 1,(F), it follows that {EL,(.)} c D,[l,(F)] 
almost surely (cf. Wu, 1994, Corollary 3). The next theorem presents results analogous 
to Theorems 1 and 2 of Wu (1994) in the functional (time dependent) setting. 
Theorem 2. (a) (E,,(,,} satisJes the LDP in D1 [lm(F)] with the good ratefunction 
rL(F(.)) = inf H(dlp)dt: VEJ&+& and E,(.) = F(.) , 
0 
iJj” (9, d2) is totally bounded and ECLn_rj -+ 0 in probability in l,(F). 
(b) {EL,(.)} satisfies the MDP in DB[lm(F)] with the good ratefunction 
I;M(F(.)) = inf J(itlp)dt: VEG?‘~~ and E,(., = F(.) , 
0 
(7) 
ifs (9, d,) is totally bounded and &EL, + 0 in probability in l,(9) for each a, JO. 
Remarks. (a) Consider the case of 9 = {f: I/f IIco + 11 f IIL < l> (where II f llL = 
supx zy If(x) - f (y)lld(x> Y)), f or which the map v w E, is a homeomorphism be- 
tween M+(C) equipped with the C&)-topology and Y = {EY: VE M+(X)} c I,(F) 
(cf. Dembo and Zajic, 1995, Lemma A.l). In particular, EL,, + E, in probability in Y. 
The restriction of 9 to a compact K c C is totally bounded in (C,(K), /I . II ,), and by 
tightness of p, (9, d2) is totally bounded. It is also not hard to check that the (9, 
d2)-indexed processes {(f, E,>: f EF) are separable. Since IZ(F(.)) < cc implies 
F(t) 6 Y for all t e IF!+, part (a) of Theorem 2 yields the LDP for {L,(.)) in D, [Y]. 
A simple contraction principle then recovers the LDP of Dembo and Zajic (1995, 
Theorem 3, part (a)). In this sense Theorem 2 is a strengthening of Theorem 3, part (a) 
of Dembo and Zajic (1995) in the i.i.d. setting. One can actually show that part (a) of 
Theorem 1 is already providing a stronger topology than the one used in Dembo and 
Zajic (1995). 
(b) Define FV = {f - g: f, g 6 9 and d,(J; g) d ye} and for v E M(C) let II v II,Fq denote 
11 E, 11 ,F, = SUP~~.~~ I (h, V) I and H(n, yl) = E( II Cl= 1 EidX, II .,;), where {EL) is a sequence of 
i.i.d. symmetric random variables, independent of {Xi}, distributed according to 
P(Ei = 1) = f. Likewise, H’(n, ye) corresponds to 9; = {(f + 1)/2: f ERq}. For (9, d2) 
totally bounded and a,10 such that na, --+a, &EL. + 0 in probability in l,(F) iff 
lim lim sup ~H(n’ ‘) = lim lim sup ~H’(n’ ‘) = 0 
& g-0 n-x & (8) q+o n+m 
(see Wu, 1994, Theorem 2 and (2.5)). It follows that (8) holds for each a,10 iff 
H’(n, YI) d CJ f IZ or some q > 0, C < 00 and all n. In particular, this is the case when 
9 is a Donsker class for p (cf. Ledoux and Talagrand, 1991, Theorem 14.6). Hence, 
both the LDP and MDP of Theorem 2 apply for such a class. 
Proof of Theorem 2. (a) If {EL,,(.)} satisfies the LDP in D1 [lm(F)], then in particular 
by the contraction principle {EL,} satisfies the LDP in l,(9). By the convexity of 
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H(.( p), and considering v(t) = (t A 1)v + (t - l), p, it is easily verified that the good 
rate function for the latter LDP is I”(F) = inf{H(vl p): E, = F}. It then follows from 
Theorem 1 of Wu (1994) that (9, d2) is totally bounded and EcLn_pj -+ 0 in probability 
in 1,(F). 
Conversely, suppose (9, d2) is totally bounded and EcLn_@) + 0 in probability in 
I,(S). For m E N let ‘$,E 9 be finite i-nets of 9, i.e. SUP~~.~ min,,,m d2(f, g) < l/m. 
Define gm(f) via &(J; gAf)) = minsE3m d,(f, g) with tie-breaking such that 
f H gm(f) is Bore1 measurable in (9, d,). Let Em,“(.) = (gm(.), v) E l,(9) and note 
that the maps v(.) H E,,,,., : D1 [M+(IZ)] + D1 [l,,,(9)] are continuous. In particular, 
for each m, by part (a) of Theorem 1 and the contraction principle, {Em,L,c.J}n satisfies 
the LDP with a good rate function. We next show that {E,,L,~.~}n are exponentially 
good approximations of (EL,(,)}. in the sense of Definition 4.2.14 of Dembo and 
Zeitouni (1993). Fix 6 > 0 and 1 E N such that 6 z 2-l. Since k- ‘I2 11 t, 11 ,F, < 2 for all k, 
while 
di2 SUP II -k,(t) II ,F, = max k112 II-h II .s,, 
fElO.11 k= 1, ,In 
it follows by the union bound that for every n and all ‘1 > 0, 
1 log P 
n ( 
sup II L,(l) 11 .$rq B cw2 
MO,Il > 
6 A log(In) + ; sup n dni26kdln ; log P( 11 ek 11 .$=,, > 6k”2/l). (9) 
By (2.4) of Wu (1994) 
lim lim sup k log P( 11 & II F, 2 6k1’2/l) = - co, 
q+O k-co 
implying that 
lim lim sup A log P sup 11 E,(t)11 ,Fq > dn1i2 = - co. (10) 
rl-+o n+m n tdO,ll 
Since f - gm(f)E Slim for every f E F;, it follows that II E, - E,,, II 1p G 1) v )I ,Fl,m for 
every v E M(X). By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality jl ,u II ,y, < ‘1, yielding 
II EL,(~) - E m,L,(t) II .T d II L(t) II .SIirn G a- 1’2 II Lw II ,f,,, + ;. 
Thus, by our choice of I, (10) implies that for every 6 > 0, 
lim lim sup 1 log P(d,(EL,, Em,L,) > 36) = -co 
m+m “+* n 
(see (6) for the definition of d,). By Theorem 4.2.23 of Dembo and Zeitouni (1993) all 
that remains for completing the proof of Theorem 2 is to verify that d,(E,, E,,,) + 0 
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as m +co, uniformly over {v: ZL(v(.)) < a}, for every fixed CI <co. To this end, fix t > 0 
and v(.) such that ZL(v(.)) < CI. Then, tH((v(t)/t)] CL) < ZL(v(.)) < CY and hence v(t) = hp 
for some h 2 0 such that J hlog hdp 6 o! + tlogt. Since 
II v(t) II .Fo d sup (11) 
f: jf2dpQv2,1Jl<1 
it follows that for every K > 1 
Choosing K = K(m)= J m we establish the uniform convergence of d,(E,, E,,,) + 0 
as m -+cc, thus concluding the proof. 
(b) If {EQ.,} satisfies the MDP in D, [Z,(F)], proceeding as in part (a), it then 
follows from Theorem 2 of Wu (1994) that (F, d2) is totally bounded and &EL. -+ 0 
in probability in 1, (9) for each a,JO. 
Conversely, fix a,,10 such that na, +co. Let to = 0 and tk = 2k, k 2 1, noting that, 
for 6 > 0 
by Etemadi’s maximal inequality (the proof of which carries over to an arbitrary 
normed space). Recall that for some C < co and every q small enough H’( j, q) < Cd. 
For such q, by Theorem 3.5 of Talagrand (1994) there exists a universal constant 
K such that when n is large enough, for 8 = b/K and all j < n2k+1, 
where 
Ck = max { jq2/4 + H'(j, a)} d dkq2. 
j<n2'+' 
Since na, -+cc it thus follows that for some c(6) > 0 and all q small enough 
lim sup a, log P Sup & 11 L(t) 11 s7 > 2* < _ c(q/v12 
n-tm ( t+R+ 1 B(t) ’ ’ 
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Almost surely, both EL,(.) and E,,i,(., are Dp[I,(F)]-valued with 1) Einct, - E,,inctj II,q 
< 11 E,(t) (1 ,F,,m for any t E R, . Thus, we conclude that 
lim lim sup a, log P (A 11 Ei, - Em,i,ll s,p > 26) = - co. 
m-m 11-00 
Let g = (gr, . . . , g,,) for some finite d = d, such that %,,, = { gr, . . . , g,,). By part (b) of 
Theorem 1 and the contraction principle, (g, &,(.)) satisfies the MDP in 02[lRd] with 
the good rate function 
I&(.)) = inf I&(.)). 
{v(.):z(.) = (9, v(.,>) 
(12) 
Fix c( <cc and let K, = {v(.):~~(v(.)) <a} c D,[M(C)]. Since tJ y p < IM(v(.)), 
( I) 
it follows that for each v(.)E K, and t > 0 there exists h such that v(t) = hp and 
s h2 dp Q ta. With &P(r) + 0, it thus follows that {z(.): I,(z(.)) <co> c oa[Rd]. In 
the course of proving part (b) of Theorem 1 we saw that (g, t,(.)) also satisfies the 
MDP in D, [R”], necessarily with the good rate function I,(.) of (12) (cf. Dembo and 
Zeitouni, 1993, Lemmas 4.1.4 and 4.1.5). Hence, identifying Em,,(.) with (g, v(.)), the 
former satisfies the MDP in D,[l,(9)] with the good rate function 
I&?.)) = inf I.&(.)) 
{v(.):F(.) = E,,,,,.)J 
(cf. Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Lemma 4.1.5, part (a)). Since v(.)E K, is of the form 
v(t) = hp with f h2 dp d cct, it is easily seen that the mapping v(.) H Em,,(.): K, -+ 
D, [la(F)] is continuous. Moreover, by (1 l), II v(t) I/ ,F,,m < ,,&/rn implying that 
I/J% - &.I/s,g -+ 0 as m -+ co, uniformly over K,. We now establish the stated MDP 
for EQ., in D&(F)], as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.23 of Dembo and Zeitouni 
(1993). 0 
3. Functional LILs for the empirical process and LDP for stopped processes 
Given Theorem 2, we may conclude the following law of the iterated logarithm for 
the sample path of the empirical process, which extends the corresponding result with 
t = 1 appearing in Corollary 3 of Wu (1994) ( see also Ledoux and Talagrand, 1989; 
Yukich, 1990). 
Corollary 1. With probabikty 1, the set of limit points in DP[lm(9)] of 
is precisely the compact set 
X = {F(+D&,(9)] :T&‘(.)) < $}, 
if and only if (9, d,) is totally bounded and (8) holdsfor a, = 1/(2loglog(n V 3)). 
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Proof. The conclusion of the only if part of the corollary follows from Corollary 3 of 
Wu (1994) by setting t = 1. 
To establish the if part, assuming that (8) holds for a, = 1/(2loglog(n V 3)) it 
follows that H’(j, q) d cdjm for every E > 0, q < ~~(a) and j > Q(E). Hence, 
following the proof of part (b) of Theorem 2, we see that <,(.) satisfies the LDP in 
D, [lLE (9’)] with speed a,. Hereafter, we adapt the proof of Theorem 1.4.1 of Deuschel 
and Stroock (1989) to the present setting. First, replace the metric (1 . IJB appearing 
there with the metric 11 . II .p, B. Next, note that if F(.) E x, there exists v E z&$?~ such that 
F(.) = E,,., and r&F(.)) = Z,(v(.)). C onsequently, F(0) = 0 and Ii&‘(t) - F(s)11 F 6 
Jm for any s, tER+. In particular, II F 11 S,B 6 c for c = supt,n+ $/p(t) < XI. 
Given this, the proof of Lemma 1.4.3 of Deuschel and Stroock (1989) is readily 
adapted to the present setting. For 6 > 0 let Z(“) be the &blowup of % in Do [I,(g)] 
and note that y = 0.5 + infF(.J+x (6) TM(F(.)) > 1. Therefore, by the LDP for t,(.), for 
each s > 1 and rnE N large enough, 
P(5tsm1+x(6’) d exp( -yloglog[sm]) < c(s, y)m-y, 
As in the proof of Theorem 1.4.1 of Deuschel and Stroock (1989) it thus follows by the 
Borel-Cantelli lemma that almost surely I& -+ X and hence {I”,,} is relatively compact 
in D, [I, (9)] and its limit points are in _%. 
Assuming hereafter that 4, -+ -X, it follows that for each 6 > 0 and n large enough 
/i&,(t)ll F 6 &I(t) + 4 for all PER+. Hence, for any F(.)EX 
lim limsup sup ~ 
II F(t) II .F + II L(t) II .F = o a,most sure,y 
k+a n-m f V l/t>k PO) P(t) 
Therefore, continuing with F(.) E X fixed, it suffices to show that for every integer 
k>l 
lim inf )/ 5 $k - FCk’ II .F, ,j = 0 almost surely, 
m+oc 
where the continuous mapping G ++ Gck’ on Dp[lm(P)] is defined via GCk’(t) = 
G(t A k) - G(t A l/k). Since the processes {c$!,,}, are independent, by the 
Borel-Cantelli lemma it suffices to verify the analogue of (1.4.8) of Deuschel and 
Stroock (1989) namely, that for 6 > 0, and integer k > 1 fixed, 
- FCk’ I/ .F, B < 3~6) = cc. (13) 
The open set {GE D, [lcu(Y)]: 11 G (k) - F(k)II,p,,, < 3~6) contains G = (1 - 6)F for 
which Z,(G) = (1 - cS)~I,(F) < i. Thus, (13) follows from the LDP with speed a, for 
5,(.). q 
Suppose now that Xi are E-valued independent random variables, with Xi distrib- 
uted according to ,Ucl,(i) for some deterministic function u: N -+ { 1, . . . ,m} such that 
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-‘Nj(n) = n-r Cy=i l{“cij=ji +Pj > 0 for j = 1, . . . ,Wl. Let e,(r) = n-l’zC~!li 
;6,, - I”), TV R+, and IM,j(.) denote the rate function corresponding to the MDP of 
{WC)>“> 1, the centered functional empirical processes of i.i.d. pj random variables, 
considered as elements of D, [la(9)]. 
Corollary 2. (a) Suppose (9, d2) is totally bounded and for j = 1, . . . , m, &EL;), + 0 
in probability in l,(p)for each a,JO. Then, {EQ.)} satisfies the MDP in Dp[lm(9)] 
with the good rate function 
LftF(‘)) = inf 
i 
f pjI&f,j(Fj(')): f pjFj(') = F(.) 
j=l j= 1 I 
(b) It su#ices that &EQI + 0 holdsfor a, = l/(2 log log (n V 3)) in order that with 
probability 1, the set of limit points of &,(.) = &Ei,c.,//?(n) is the compact set 
X = {F(.)E D,[1,(9)]: lM(F(.)) d +}. 
Proof. (a) Applying Theorem 2 with respect to the clj it follows by the contraction 
principle(withrespect to (Fi, . . . ,F,) H Cy=, PjFj: DD[lm(9)]“’ + Dp[lm(9)]), that 
the MDP with good rate function lM(.) holds for 
zn(.) = f &EQH.,, 
j=l 
where kj = [npj], j = 1, . . . ,m. Fix T E N and let 
A, = SUP INj([nt]) - [kjt]I. 
j= 1, ,m 
tECo,Tl 
Since 
it follows that 
4, = SW II Z,,(t) - EL,(~) II J < n- ‘12(rn + A,‘12 VA”), 
WJ, Tl 
where V, has the law of X7= 1 suptE[s, ~111 Eip(t) 11 F. Fixing 6 > 0, we claim that 
lim sup a, log P(& A, 2 6) = - 00. 
“-03 (14) 
Indeed, since n - 1/Z v,, is bounded, we may and shall pass to a subsequence along which 
A, is strictly increasing such that Anan +co. Fix q > 0 and note that q 3 A,/n for all 
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n large enough. Define ck = ~a, for the maximal n such that k > A,. Noting that ck,O 
and kck +m we have by the MDP for ({E&‘(,)}k, j = 1, . . . ,m) in D,[1,(9)]” that 
for some c(6) > 0, and (14) follows as q -+ 0. With (14) holding for every T E N, 6 > 0 
fixed, the MDP for EL,(.) in D1 [lm(F)] follows (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, 
Theorem 4.2.13). Fix j E { 1, . . , m}. Since 1,. j(F) 2 11 F(t) II$/(2t) for every t E R +, it 
follows by the MDP of EQI(.) that for every 6 > 0 
lim lim sup a, log PC,/& sup II EL;)(~) II .JP(t) 2 6) 
T-cc n-m fBT 
6 - lim inf 
T-cc (F: sup,,~llF(r)ll.,~/~(t)dd} 
I,, j(F) = - CO. 
Consequently, for every 6 > 0, 
lim lim sup a,log P(& sup 1) EL,(~) 11 .s//?(t) 2 6) = - co. 
T+cc n-m f2T 
(15) 
Since (15) holds for every 6 > 0 and a,,10 such that na, *co, the MDP for EL,(.) 
extends to Da[lm(F)] by considering the continuous maps F(t) H F(t)lt,,r,(t): 
D1 [lm(9)] + D, [r,(F)] (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Theorem 4.2.23). 
(b) As the Xi are independent, the proof is carried out analogously to the if part of 
the proof of Corollary 1. We note in passing that lM(F(.)) < 4 implies IIF - 
0s) II 9 G ,:‘lt-i s , and hence by independence it suffices to prove (13) for every 
F(.)E xx. Then, f&(1 - 6)F) < i, with (13) being the consequence of part (a) above for 
the special speed a, = 1/(2loglog(n V 3)). 0 
Fix f~ B(x) such that Jfdp > 0 and define 
k*(L) = min {[nt]: (f, L,(t)) > l> = min k: 
teR+ 
with k*(L,) = CO if sup, CF= 1 f(Xi) < n. For fixed n, we sample from the sequence 
{Xi}ia 1, collecting up to and including the sample for which the total sampling cost 
first exceeds the amount n, namely the k*(L,)-th sample. The following corollary is 
a generalization of Dembo and Zajic (1995, Proposition 3) in the i.i.d. setting. In case 
9 satisfies the conditions of the corollary but f$Y, we may adjoin f to B and F will 
continue to satisfy the conditions of the corollary. Given this and part (a) of Theorem 
2, the proof is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of Proposition 3 of Dembo 
and Zajic (1995) and is therefore omitted. 
Corollary 3. Suppose {SF’, d,} is totally bounded and EcLnmp, + 0 in probability in 
l,(P). Thesequence (EL;jnSl for L,’ = (l/k*(L,))Cf~‘~‘6xI then satisfies the LDP in 
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l,(F) with good rate function 
I,(F) = inf H(vl P) 
(vim’: jfdv>O, E,=F} 
Sfdv ’ 
Remark. Under the same conditions as Corollary 3, defining Li = $?fl’F’ hxi, one 
can show that {EL;} na 1 satisfies the LDP in 1,(F) with good rate function 
I,(F) = inf 
{vEM+(X): Jfdr=l, E,=F} 
Appendix: Projective limits for cadlag function spaces 
Let W be an infinite dimensional real vector space and W’ its algebraic dual 
equipped with the W-topology. For each d E N the space O[R”] will denote either 
D1 [lRd] or D2 [Rd]. The topological (vector) space X = D [W’] of cadlag W’-valued 
functions is equipped with the weakest topology such that for each 1~ W the 
projection x. H (1, x.) : X -+ D [R] (denoted hereafter pJ is continuous, and with any 
a-field S? which includes the smallest a-field for which the maps {pn}is% are measur- 
able. The definition of pi extends to pn : X + D [Rd] for 2 = (Ai, . . . , Ad) E Wd, d E N via 
pi(x) = pn,(x), . . . , pA,(x)). The next theorem is a direct application of Theorem 4.6.1 of 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993) to the setting of spaces of cadlag functions. Its proof is 
thus omitted. 
Theorem A.l. If for every /ZE Wd, d E N the probability measures { paoph ‘, E > 0) 
satisfy the LDP with the good rate function I,(.), then {pE, E > 0} satisjies the LDP in 
the measure space (3, B), with the good rate function 
I(x) = SUP I,(PLW). 
Let q1 denote the projection x. H x1 : 3 + W’. The following lemma supplements 
04.2) 
Theorem A.1 and is useful in the context of this paper and that of Dembo and Zajic 
(1995). 
Lemma A.3. In the setting of Theorem A.1 assume that for every A E Wd there exists 
a convex function IA: Rd + [0, co] such that for every ZE D[Rd] 
sup if z(O) = 0 
I,?@(.)) = meN O=to<t,<. ~fm<cc 
(A.4) 
co otherwise. 
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Then, the rate function I(.) of (A.2) is of the form 
sup if x(0) = 0 
1(x(.)) = rnEN i=l o=roct1< I.. <tm<cc 
cc, otherwise. (A.51 
where I”(y) = sUp@sWd,dEN &((0, y)) is the good ratefunctionfor the LDP of {pEoqcl, 
E > 0) in W’. 
Proof. Let $A denote the projection y H (A, y) : W’ + Rd. Then, by the contraction 
principle and the convexity of rA(.) it follows that this is the good rate function for the 
LDP of {pEoq;l+il, E > O> in Rd. Consequently, I”(.) is the good rate function for 
the LDP of {,uEoq; ‘, E > 0} in W’ (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Theorem 4.6.9). 
From (A.2) and (A.4) it follows that 1(x(.)) = co whenever x(0) # 0. Assume hereafter 
that x(0) = 0. Then, we obtain (A.5) from 
I(x(.)) = sup 
meN 
i,zP,,, ,EI Cti - ti-l)rA 4 x(tl) 1 t”ipl’ 
o=toct,c.- <fm<rn ’ 
I 11 
= sup I”e ) 
mcN 
i$I (ti - ti_l) sup 
Os7/‘d,deN cc 
8, “(“:) I :(Til) 
1 I 1 >) 
O=to<ti< ,.. Cfm-ac 
where the last equality follows by considering A = (0,) . . . , 0,) (for which fA( (A, y)) 
> r~,((ei, y)), i = 1, . . . ,m for all yE W’). fJ 
The following lemma is key to the identification of the rate functions in Theorem 1. 
Lemma A.6. Let F(.) be a convex good rate function with respect to the C&)-topology 
of M(C). For each v : R’+ + M(C) dejne 
I,(v(.)) = sup ids (ti - ti_l)F ‘(‘~ z ~,~i-l) ) (A.7) 
mccO I ‘ 1 
o=toc <fm<cc 
with the convention that I,(v(.)) = co when v(0) # 0. Let 
I(v(.)) = 
j,” F(G)dt v(~)E&‘%, 
a3 otherwise. 
(-4.8) 
F(v) 
“‘tt.EL JIYII,,, = coy (A.9) II v II 
then I,(.) = Z(s). 
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M+(C). Applying the Lebesgue differentiation theorem for the bounded-Lipschitz 
metric on M+ (E) as done in the proof of Lemma 4 part (a) of Dembo and Zajic (1995) 
we deduce that for almost every t E [0, m], as h + 0 both h- ’ j:‘” g z(s) ds converges in 
the C&)-topology to g:(t) and h-r J:‘“g;( s )d s converges in the C&)-topology to 
y; (t). Therefore, for these values of t 
l im  v(t + 4 - v(t) f+h t+h 
h+O h 
= vy h-l s gz(s)ds - lim hK’ 9 Z (4 ds = sxx (G h h-0 s h 
as required. 0 
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